
 
 

Thank you, Brian’s! 

 Mind The Net Goaltending would like to thank Brian’s Custom Sports Ltd. for the 

continuing support as the BEST equipment sponsor any goalie school can have.  This is our fifth 

year of our partnership with Brian’s.  Over the last few years we have had the chance to share 

with goaltenders the following models of Brian’s goaltender equipment: 

36 ” Brian’s Beast with glove and Blocker, 35″ Brian’s DX2 with matching glove and 

blocker(old specs), 29″ DX6 junior pads and glove and blocker,  DX2 int. glove and blocker (old 

specs),  36″ Thief with glove and blocker, 35″ DX2 pads, glove and blocker (first set of NHL 

specs, pre 2008-09), 36″ DX2 with glove and blocker (pre-2008-09 specs), 32″ DX2 Int. Pro 

with glove and blocker(pre-2008-09 specs),  35″ Zero G with glove and blocker and now Travis 

owns a set of 36″ Zero G’s, DX2 and Beast Arm and Body armour, DX2 flat faced pants, Brian’s 

wheelie bag, DX2 sticks, Beast sticks, Thief Composite stick and numerous Brian’s jerseys. 

 

The entire 2009-2010 MTN Goaltending Demo Family- supplied by Brian's 

 Our students have had the pleasure to use all of the different types of Brian’s gear 

throughout the past four years and they are all incredible for durability, comfort, protection, 

functionality and looks.  Despite each set being a little different in feel our goalies were often 

able to work with all of the different models with relative ease (after a very short adjustment 

period each time).   

 We will end by saying that Brian’s produces the highest quality equipment available, 

with the best custom graphics and customer service with very forward thinking people.  Now 

with the Zero G and Focus lines it is not hard to see what all the hubub is surrounding 

Brian’s.  With special thanks to area rep Jason Scott and office manager Karen Malcolm MTN 

Goaltending says, once again, thank you Brian’s we will do our best to keep the converts 

coming.  Once a Brian’s goalie, ALWAYS a Brian’s goalie. 

http://mtngoaltending.wordpress.com/2009/08/24/thank-you-brians/


 

Co-director, Travis Harrington’s, 2009-2010 Gear  
 


